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Refined Approximations
of the Solutions
of a Coupled System with Turning Points
W. A.

HARRIS.
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ON THE OCCASION OF HIS 65TH BIRTHDAY

We present in this paper the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a boundary
value problem for a coupled system of differential equations u”= v,
EV”+ f(u, u’)v’- g(x, U, u’)v = 0 on a compact interval I, where f(u, u’) has turning
points in I. We provide upper and lower solutions, p(x, E) and a(x, E), respectively,
which bound solutions, exhibiting boundary layer and interior layer behavior, for
which lim,,,+ { fl(x, E)- a(x, E)} = 0 uniformly on I. 0 1991 Academic press, IX.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the Dirichlet problem for the coupled system of differential
equations
u” = 0

in (0, 1h

u(0, E) = 0,

U(1, &)=O,

&u”+f(U, #‘)U’-g(x,
40, E)= 009

u, u’)u=O

in (0, 11,

(1.1)

41, c)=u,,

for g(x, U, u’) > 0 and f(u, u’) = h(u) or h(u’), where h(O) = 0, and E is small
positive parameter. We assume that for each E> 0, there exists at most one
interior turning point x0 in (0, 1) such that u(x,, E) = 0. We also assume
that af/au and @,/au’do not change sign, andf(u, u’) and g(x, U, u’) are of
class C”‘[O, 11. System (1.1) was studied by Dorr and Parter [3,4] and
recently by Howes and Shao [S] and Shao [12] who extended and
amplified their results. This system is a simple model of the streamfunction-

vorticity equations governing the steady-state, two-dimensional, viscous,
incompressible flow as the Reynolds number Re -+ co. That is,
v2* = $x.r + tiy.v= --o

(x, y) in G, $, o prescribed on the boundary of G,

(1.2)

where @is the streamfunction of the flow, that is, II/, = U, -lclX = v, for _u=
(u, u, 0) the velocity field of the flow, and G is a bounded, open connected
subset of [w’. The purpose of this paper is to provide refined approximations to the solutions of (1.1), which describe the limiting solutions, boundary layer solutions, interior layer solutions, as well as the S-layer or Z-layer
solutions as E+ 0+ which exhibits the thickness of the boundary layers.
Our refinements are in the spirit of Kirschvink [9] as refinements of
Howes [l, 51 for similar problems in the absence of turning points.
The contents of the various sections are as follows. In Section 2 we state
some preliminaries which include the limiting solutions of system (1.1)
(cf. [S, 121). In Sections 3-5 we discuss Model I: U” = u, EU”+ h(u)u’ = 0;
Model II:
Ii’ = v,
EU”+ h(u’)v’ = 0;
Model III:
d = u, Ed’ +
h(u)v’ - g(x, U, u’)u = 0, g 3 g* > 0; and Model IV: U” = v, EU”+ h(u’)u’ g(x,u,u’)u=o,g~g*>o.
2. PRELIMINARIES
For convenience and simplification, we consider system (1.1) for the
following models:
Model
Model
Model
Model

I:
II:
III:
IV:

24”= 0, Ed + h(u) v’ = 0;
u” = u, Ed + h( u’)v’ = 0;
U” = u, EU”+ h(u)v’ - g(x, U, u’)u = 0, g 2 g* > 0;
U” = v, EU”+ h(u’)u’ - g(x, U, u’)u = 0, g 2 g* > 0.

The limiting behavior of solutions in of these models can be summarized
in Fig. l-3.
“I
v+O+BL(O)+BL(l)

v+vo+BL(l)

v -+ v, + BL(0)

FIG. 1. Boundary value portrait for Model I.

v --f c + BL(l)

v -+ c + BL(O) + BL(1)

FE. 2.

Boundary

value portrait

+ ZL(0)

for Model II.

Our treatment is through bounding functions and the generalized
Nagumo’s Theorem (cf. [ 12, 131). Clearly, Nagumo’s condition is satisfied,
so we only need to exhibit bounding functions ai and /Ii (i = 1,2) such that
ai

6 Pi,

i= 1, 2,
Q(l, ~)~O~P,(l,

al(O,~)~O~P1(O,~),
4ab2,
~264

&I,

PF6 a2,

El G uo G P2(0,

m;I+f(u,

z)t$-

E),

(2.1)
~2(1,

El 6 “1 GPz(l,

&I,

g(x, 24,z)a,ZO,

&P; +f(u, ZIPi - g(x, K ZIP2 d 0,
for all u in [ml, b,] and z in R. Then the system (1.1) has a (unique)
solution (u = u(x, E), u = u(x, E)) such that
%(X, 8) G 4x9 E)d Bib, El,
~,(X,

E) d 4%

6) G B2c-G

(2.2)

E),

for x in [0, 1] (the existence and uniqueness of the solution was proved by
Dorr and Parter [3]). We divide our discussion into four casesaccording
to the different signs of the boundary values u. and u,, that is, (1) u. 20,

FIG. 3.

Boundary

value portrait

of Model III and Model IV.

u, 20; (2) u,<O, vi ~0; (3) v,,<O, u1>O; and (4) uO>O, u1~0, for each
model.
3.

MODEL

I: U” = u, EU”-+h(u)u’ = 0

Consider the following system:
UN= u
in (0, 11,
u(0, E)= u( 1, E)= 0,
Ed + h(u) II’ = 0
m 8) = uo,
We have the following theorem.
THEOREM

u(x, E)=
i

v,<O, v, 60;

uo + WL(X - O(E), 8) + o(&“2)

if

VI + WR(X+ O(E), E) + O(C2)

if xodxdl,

for

(iv)

u,>O, v, 20;

v(x,s)=u,+(v,-u,)exp[-(~)1’2x]+O(~1~2)
for

(iii)

U(l,&)=u,.

1. Zf (u(x, E), u(x, E)) is the solution of (3.1), then

f or

(ii)

(3.1)

in (0, 11,

o<x<x,,

v. > 0, v, < 0;

u(x, E)= w~(x, E)+ wX(x, E)+ O(E’/*)
for

uo<O, u, >O.

where w,(x, El =
u. exp[ - (k/s)“’ (x0 - x)]
and w,(x, E)
for all x in [0, l] and each E> 0.
v, exp[ - (k/E)“’ (x-x,)],

=

We know that the u(x, E) depends on u(x, E) and bounding
Proof
functions cli and j?, (i= 1,2) must satisfy the following conditions:
(Al)

a,</Iii=

1,2,

(A21

a;‘3 82, P;' 6 ~2,

(A3)
W)

ECI;+ h(u)& > 0, EP; + h(u)/?; Q 0, for all u in [ccl, p,]
~,(O,E)<O<P~(O,E), cr,(l,~)<O<B~(l,~),

032)

a,(O,

E) d uo < MO, E), a,(l,

E) <

ul<

82(1,&).

Without lost generality, we assume dh/du > 0, and we divide the
discussion into the four casesindicated above.
Case 1. u,>O, 0,ZO.
Since (v,, uI) = (0,O) implies (24(x,a), 0(x, E)) = (0, 0), we assume now
that (u,, ur) # (0,O). The u-equation U” = u with the boundary conditions
~(0, E)= ~(1, E)= 0 gives UQO in [0, 11, u < 0 in [S, 1 -S] for each
1 > 6 > 0 and so h(u) 60 in [0, 11, h(u) < 0 in [6, l-S]. By virtue of the
linear case, the solution u(x, E) should display a boundary layer at x = 1
and thus the outer solution of u is u0 in this case. We define the bounding
functions clj and pi (i= 1, 2):
mx(x-

1).

C(,(X,E)=(M+c*)x(x-l),

Pl(x,E)=

&2(X,E)= uo+ w,b, E),

P2b, E)= uo+ w,(x, E),

4

9

where M = max{u,, ur}, m = min{u,, u,, (l/2) Iul - u,l}, wi = w,(x, E)
(i= 1, 2) are the unique solutions of the problems
.zw;-kwI=cexp[-o(t)1’2],

w,(O,6) = (UI- uo),

xin(0, l),
lim w,(x, E)= 0
&‘O+

and
EW; - kw, = -c exp [ -cJ(~)“*],
w,(O, 6) = (VI- uo),

xin(O, l),

lim w2(x, E)= 0,
E-o+

i.e.
w, = w(x, E)- c*qx, E),

w2 = w(x, E) + c*qx,

where

k, c*, and cr are positive constants such that

E),

k: h(u) -C -k < 0 in [S, 1 -S] for small 6 > 0 and 0 <k < -h(u)

k l/2
I
;
0

> w, Iw(x, E)- c*qx, E)J< o(&“2).
It is clear that cli and pi (i= 1,2) satisfy conditions (Al), (Bl), and (B2),
but we need to show that (A2) and (A3) are true. Since
a;(X, 6) = 2M+ 2c* 2 u. + (u, - uo) exp [ -(y2

(1 -x)]+c*r(x,

/?;(x, E) = y< u. + (ul - uo) exp [-(~)“2(l-X)]-c*r(x,E)
for all x in [0, 11, we have GI;b fi2 and b;’ 6 ~1~.Furthermore,
&a; + h(u)a;
= EW; + h(u)w;

=k[w+,:*{exp[-(~)“2~l-xj]-ozexp[-(~)1’z[l-xj]~]
+h(u) (t)”
-oexp[

[w+c*
-(i)‘;?

@;I + h(u)/%
=&W; + h(u)w;

{exp [ -(J”‘(l

(1 -xJ]}]>O,

-xl]

E)

FIG. 4.

u,, 20, u, 2 0.

by w > 0, I’(x, E)> 0. Thus from our definitions of the constants, we have
%(X, E)G 4x, E)d Bib, E)
and
u(x, E)F u. + (ul - uo) exp [-f)‘”

(1 -x)]

+ O(P),

for all x in [0, l] and each E> 0, where Iv1- uoI exp[ -(k/~)l’~ (1 -x)] is
the boundary layer solution at x = 1. The thickness of the boundary layer
is of order &l’*. The refined approximation of the solution is shown by the
narrow region in Fig. 4.
Case 2.

voQO,vl<O.

This case is handled by reflection. Making the change of variables
My, E) = -4 1 - y, E), n(y, E) = -o(l - y, E), the system (3.1)
becomes

Y= 1 -x,

m’=n

m(0, E)= m( 1, E)= 0,
En” + h(m)n’ = 0,
n(O,E)=n,=

-u,,n(l,~)=n,=

-uo,

provided u. > 0 and u1> 0, which is Case 1.
Case 3.

vo>O, u, CO.

We note that U(X,E) changes sign in (0, 1) in this case, and so does h(u).
Since U” = v, ~(0, E)= u( 1, E)= 0, there exists a unique x0 in (0, 1) such that
u(xo, E)= 0, u’(xo, E) # 0, and hence h(u(x,, E)) = 0 and 0(x,, E)= 0. Since
h(u) G 0 in [0, x0] and h(u) 2 0 in [x0, 11; J[x] = Siy- h(u(x,, E)) ds =
iff x=x0, there must be an interior layer at
[-h(u(xo,~)](uo-ul)=O

x=x0 as E+ O+ in [O, 11. We approach this case by considering the
following submodel problems

u”= 0 in(0,x0),
u(0,E)= u(x,,E)=0,
ElJ”
f h(u)u’
=0 in(0,.~,),
@A&)
= 00, v(x0,E)=0

W*l)

and

uI’= v

in (x0, 11,

u(x,, E) = u( 1, E) = 0,
&UU
+ h(u)u’ = 0
u(xo, E)= 0,

in (x0, 1),

W,2)

u( 1, E) = 211

separately. The conditions h(u) G 0 in [0, x0] and h(u) 3 0 in [x0, 1] imply
that there are boundary layers at x = x0 in (V, 1) and (V, 1) respectively.
Choosing 6 = O(E) it follows from Cases 1 and 2 that uL(x, E)= u. -twL(x, E)+ O(E”‘) is the solution of system (Vrl) and u,(x, E)= u,-t
WJX, E)+ O(E”*) is the solution of system (V,2), where wL and wR are the
unique solutions of the problems
cw;-kwL=O

x in (0, x0),

w,(xo, E) = 00,

lim w,(x, E)= 0,
E-o+

cw;-kwR=O

x in (x0, 11,

w&o,

lim wR(x, E)= 0,
E-o+

and

E) = u1,

respectively; i.e., w,(x, E)= u. exp[ -(k/c)‘/’ (x0 -x)]
and wR(x, E) =
v, exp[ -(k/c) “* (x -x0)]. Therefore, the solution v(x, e) of Model I in this
case has the form
u(x, E) =

if O,<xQx,,
if x,<x<l,

vo+ WL(X- O(E), E)+ O(E1’2)
i u1+w R (X+0(&) 3 E)+O(.c2)

for each E>O. The location x0 of the interior layer satisfies the integral
equation

o=jl h(U(s))ds=CIOh(U(s))ds+
j’ h(U(s))ds,
0

0

JO

FIG.5. u,>o,u,<o.
where

U(x) = uox(x - -a/2
i -ul( 1 -x)(x -x,)/2

for O<x<x,
for xO<x< 1,

(U(x)=lim E’ 0+ U(X,E)). If h(u) = U,x0 is given explicitly by x0 =
( -u,)“~/(( -u~)“~ + (v,)“~). The asymptotic solution u(x, E) is shown in
Fig. 5.
Case 4. uo<O,u,>O.
In this case U(X,E) also changes sign in (0, 1). However, there is no interior layer in (0, 1) because U(X,a) > 0 near x = 0 and U(X,E) < 0 near x = 1,
which implies the same behavior for h(u). It follows that there exists a
unique x0 in (0, 1) such that h(u(x,)) = 0, h(u) < 0 in [0, x0] and h(u) 2 0
in [x0, 11. The signs of the coefficient h(u) of u’ allow a boundary layer at
both endpoints x = 0 and x = 1. We consider again the system (V, 1) and
(Vr2) in Case 3 but with the opposite signs of the coeffkient h(u) of the u’
term. We can conclude from Case 1 and Case 2 that
u(x, E) = wT(x, E)+ wE(x, E)+ 0(&l/2)
for all x in [0, 1] and for each E> 0, where
w:,x,cJ=uoexp[-(i)1’2x]

and

4. THE SOLUTION OF MODEL II: u”=o, cu”+h(~‘)u’=O
We consider the problem

u”= f) in(0,l),
u(O,E)=U(1,&)=O,
ED”+ h(u’)u’ = 0
40, E)= 00,

(4.1)

in (0, 11,
v(1, &)=U,.

There is a fundamental difference between the systems (4.1) and (3.1)
because u’(x, E) always changes sign in (0, l), even if u(x, E) does not
change sign. Thus there is at least one interior turning point x0 in (0, 1)
such that h(u’(xo, E)) = 0. Therefore, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM

2. Let (u(x, E), u(x, E)) be the solution of (4.1), then

0) 44 4 = {

if o<x<x,,
zj- x,<xdl,

00+ WL(X- O(E), E) + O(C2)
u1+ WJX + O(E), E)+ 0(&l/2)

.for

~~20, u1 20;

(ii)

0(x, E) = c + w,(x, E) + w,(x, E)+ O(s’/‘),

(iii)

~(x,E)=~~SL(~)~BL(O)

for

u,<O,u,>O.

(iv)

u(x,~)=ctZL(0)+BL(l)

for

uo>O,u,<O,

for

u,dO, u1GO;

w,(x, E)= u, exp[ - (k/s)1’2
wL(x, E) = u. exp[ -(k/s)‘/* (x0-x)],
(x - x,)],
c = lime,,+ u(x, E), w,(x, E) = (u. - c) exp[-(k/s)‘/*x],
w2(x, E) = (u, -c) exp[ - (k/~)‘/’ (1 -x)1, k is defined as in Theorem 1, for
(iii)and(iv)c=Oifuo+u,>0,c=(uo+u,)/2ifuo+u,<0,

where

SL(l)=

c + W&q(X- O(E), E)+ o(&“2)
Ul
i + WJX + O(E), E)+ O(E”*)

zy r(E)<X<X,,
zy x,<x<l;

ZL(0) =

uot wgx - O(E), E)+ O(&1’2)
c
{ + w*BL (x t O(E), E) t 0(&l'*)

zj- 06X6X,,
if

x* <x < V(E).

Proof: We examine the appropriate four cases reflecting the different
signs of the boundary values u. and uI .
Case 1. u,>o, Ul>O.
Becauseu. > 0, ui > 0, u” = u, and ~(0, E)= u( 1, E)= 0 imply u(x, E) < 0 in
(0, 1). This implies that there exists some x0 in (0, 1) such that u’(xo)=O
and u’(x, E) <O near x =O, while u’(x, E) >O near x = 1. It follows that
h(u’(xo)) = 0, h(u’) < 0 in [0, x0] and h(u’) >O in [x0, 11. Consequently,

the sign of h(u’) at each endpoint does not allow u(x, .s) to have boundary
layers. The only possible asymptotic behavior available to u is then an interior layer behavior at the point x0 in [0, 11. By the same arguments in
Case 3 of Model I, we have
if 06x<x,,
00+ WL(X- O(E), E)+ O(C2)
if x,<x61,
UI
+
w,q(x
+
O(E),
E)
+
o(&“2)
i
where w,(x, E) = u. exp[ -(k/a)“* (x0 - x)]
and w,(x, E) =
u1exp[ -(k/s)“* (x-x0)].
To determine the location x0 of the interior
layer, we let U(x) = lim,,,+ u(x, E) for x #x0. Then U(x) must satisfy
the following (five) conditions: U(O)= U(l)=O, 17(x,‘)= U(x;) and
U’(x,’ ) = U’(x, ) = 0 (cf. [S]). Therefore we have
u(x, E)=

u,x(x - 2x,)
U(x)=

U(x) =

for x$x,,

2

u*(x - 1)(x + l-2x0)

Finally, in order that
-ui( 1 - x,)*/2; that is,

for x3x,.

2
U(x,‘) = U(x&),

we must have -u,x$2

=

(4.2)

(cf. PI).
If u. = 0, then x0 = 1, and u(x, E) has an interior layer at x = 1 called an
“S-layer”. If vi = 0, then x0 = 0, and there is a “Z-layer” (backwards
S-layer) at x = 0.
Case 2.

u,QO,u,<O.

This case is not a reflection of Case 1 as in Model I. If u. < 0 and ui < 0,
then u(x, E) B 0 in (0, l), u/(x, E)> 0 in [0, x0] and u’(x, E)< 0 in [x0, l]
for some point x0 in (0, 1). The coefficient h(u’) of u’ in the u-equation
behaves similarly. Consequently, the solution u(x, E) in the u-equation cannot have an interior layer at x0. However, the sign of h(u’) at the endpoints
is compatible with the existence of boundary layers in u(x, E). Hence,
u(x, E)=c + w,(x, E) + w2(x, E)+ O(E”*), for all x in [0, l] and for each
E> 0, where c is a constant such that c = lim, +0+ u(x, E),
w,(x,s)=(VDC)exp[

-(~)“‘x~,

w,(x, -5)= (u, -c) exp [ -(g”‘(l

If jh h(u’) dx = 0, then c = (u. + u,)/2; cf. [S].

-x)].

FIG. 6. v,,<O, u, >O.
Case 3. vo<O,v,>O.

We note that u > 0 near x = 0 and u -C0 near x = 1 in this case.It follows
that u’>O near both endpoints and u/(x,, E)= 0 for some x0 in (0, l),
which implies that h(u’) > 0 near both endpoints. Hence, v(x, E) has no
interior layer in (0, l), and the sign of h(u’) near x = 0 allows v(x, E) to
have a boundary layer at x = 0 and u(x, E) has an S-layer near x = 1
(cf. [12]); that is, v(x, E)= c + &C(O) + SL( 1) as shown in Fig. 6 (where
lim E~O+v(~,~)=~60,~=Oif~~+~,~0,andc=(o,+v,)/2ifv,+v,~0;
these results can be found in [S, 121). The condition v0 + vi > 0 says that
vr > Iv,,/, and so there exists a unique point t(s) in (0, 1) such that
u”(x,s)<O for O<X<<(E), u”(x,E)=~ and u”(x,~)>O for ~(E)-cx<~,
with [(c)--,1 as c-+0+; cf. Fig. 7. Slightly to the left of r, v” > 0 and
h(u’) < 0; at x = 5, ~“(5, E)= 0 and h(u’(& E)) = 0; and to the right of
4, h(u’) > 0 near x = 1. Suppose v0+ vr < 0, then there exists a unique point
q= V(E) in (0, 1) such that u”(x, E) ~0 in [0, V(E)), U”(Q E)) = 0 and U” > 0
in (V(E), l] with q(s) -+ 0 as E+ O+; cf. Fig. 8. We can determine the thickness of the boundary layer in the following manner. In the boundary layer
at x = 0, v” > 0 in [0, V(E)), v”(q, E)= 0 and v” < 0 for x slightly to the right
of q. In turn, we see that h(u’) > 0 in [0, V(E)),h(u’(q, E)) = 0 and h(u’) < 0
for x slightly to the right of q. We conclude that the limiting value c of
u(x, E) must be nonpositive. We consider the problems
u” = v,

40, 8) = 0 = 45(E), 81,

Ed + h(u’)v’ = 0,

x in (0,5(E)),

45(E), E) = u*,

FIGURE 7

40, E)= vo,

(VB)
x in (0, UE)),

x

FIGURE8

and
24”= v,

U({(&), E)= 0 = u( 1, E)

Ed + h(u’) v’ = 0,

WI)

V(l,E)=vI,

45(E), &I = u*,

From the results of
c + SL( 1) + IX(O); i.e.,
u(x, E) =

x in (O,~(E)),

Case 1 and

Case 2,

x in (0,5(&)).
we have

c + w,,(x, E) + W&X - O(E), E)+ 0(&l’*)
{ VI + ws(x + O(E), E)+ O(C2)

v(x, E)=

if 06x6x,,
if x,<x<l,

(4.3)
where x1 in (<(&), 1) such that A(u’(x~, E)) =O, and where wsL, wBR, and
wS are the unique solutions of the problems

&w;L- h(u’(0, E)) WBL= 0,

lim wBL(x, E)= 0,
E-o+

w,,a 6) = vo- c,
&WI;1R
- h(U’(t(E),
W~R(t(E)~

&) =

&)
c,

x in (0,5(E)),

WBR

=

o

x in

(t(&),

xl),

lim wBR(x,&)= 0,
8-o+

and
EW;- h(u’(x, + 6, E) w.. = 0
W&l, &)=UI,

lim w,(x, E)= 0,
c-o+

where c=O if u,+v, ~0, c= (vo+v,)/2
S-layer solution is

SL(l)=

x in (x,, l),

if v,+v, <O and 6= O(E). The

c + WBR(X
- O(E),E)+ 0(&l'*)
u1+ ws(x + O(E),E)+ 0(.x"*)

if &)<x<x~,
if x,<x<l.

Case 4. v. > 0, u1< 0.
This case is a reflection of that obseved in the previous case with a
“Z-layer” at x = 0. Making the changes of variables
r=l-x,

qr, E)= u( 1 - r, E),

qr, &)=V(l -r, E),

ti(0, E)= q 1, E)= 0,
8(1, E)=l?i = -vg,

qo, E) = co= -v ] )

by the same arguments in Case 3 we have v(x, E) = c + ZL(0) + BL( 1); i.e.,
v(x, E)=

00+ ws*(x - O(E), E)+ o(&“2)
c + w&,(x + O(E), E)+ W&(X, E) + O(P)

if O<x<x,,
if x,<x<l,
(4.4)

where w&, w&, and wz are the unique solutions of the problems
&W$L”
- h(u’(q(s), E)) w& = 0,

x in (0, YI(E)),

lim w&(x, 6) = 0,
i:+o+

w;L(q(E), 6) = c,

&WB*;;
- h(u’( 1, E)) w& = 0
W~R(l,&)=v~-C,

x in (V(E), 11,

lim w&(x, E) = 0,
E-o+

and
&ivy - h(u’(x* - 6, E) ws*= 0
w4b2,

E) = vo,

x in (0, x2),

lim w,*(x, E)= 0,
E-o+

where lim G-o+ v(x, E)=C in [6 *, l-S], c=O if v,+v,>O, c=(v,+v,)/2
if v0 + vi < 0 and if jk h(u’) dx = 0, 6*, 6 = O(E). The Z-layer solution is
ZL(0) =

vo+ wgqx - O(E), E) + O(&‘i2)
c + w&(x + O(E), E)+ 0(&l’*)

if O<x<x,,
if x2 d x G Y](E).

5. SOLUTIONS OF MODEL III:
UN=v, &UN
+h(u)v’-

g(x, 24,u’)v=O, g2 g* >o

AND MODEL

IV:

U” = v, EV”+ h(u’)u’ - g(x, u, u’)v = 0, g > g* > 0
We consider in this section the system (1.1) in which g 2 g* > 0, for g*
a constant,

u” = 0

in to, 11,

u(0, E)= u( 1, E)= 0,
EU”+f(u, u’)u’ - g(x, u, u’)u = 0

(5.1)
in to, 11,

where f(u, u’) = h(u) or h(u’), dh/dz > 0 or dh/dz < 0, and g(x, u, u’) E
C’[O, l] x R*. The condition g(x, u, u’) > g* > 0 forces the reduced form of
the u-equation of (5.1) to have only the zero solution u s 0 in (0, 1) for all
the boundary values u. and ul; cf. [3, 121. The asymptotic behavior of
solution u(x, E) cannot have an interior layer in the interval (0, 1). Therefore, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.

Zf (u(x, E), u(x, E)) is the solution of (5.1), then

u(x,E)=Ugexp[

-($)“*x]+u,erp[

-($)“*(I_x)]+O(Eln),

for all x in [0, 1] and each E > 0.
Proof.

We will construct the bounding functions ai and /Ii (i = 1,2)

such that
(Al)

cri<ai, i= 1,2,

(Bl)

a,@, E)~O~P~(O, E), a,(4 ~)<o<P,(l,

(A21

ai’ B P2, P; <a*,

WI

~~(O,~)~~O~P~(O,~),~~(~,~)~~,~P~(~,E),

643)

Ea;I +f(u,

zb;

- Ax,

u, z)a2 20,

E),

E/?; +f(u,

z)p;

- g(x,

U, z)p2

d 0, for all u in [a,, fir] and z E R.
Again, we divide our discussion into three casesfor the different signs of
the boundary values II,,, u, for each of the following models:
u” = 0

in to, 11,

u(0, E)= u( 1, E)= 0,
EU”+ h(u) u’ - g(x, U, u’) u = 0
40, E) = 00,

u(l, E)=UI,

(III)
in to, l),

and

u” = u

in (0, 11,

u(O,&)=U(l,&)=O,
Ed + h(u’)v’ - g(x, 24,u’)u = 0
40, E)= vo,

in (0, 11,

(IV)

v(l,&)=v,.

Without lost generality, we assume that dh/dz>O.
(I) Model III.
Case 1. v,>O, v,>O.
Since u(x, E)d 0 in [O, 1] for v. > 0 and u, 2 0 and lim, _ o+ V(X,E) = 0,
we define, for O<x< 1 and E>O,

a,(x, E)=; (VI + u&x2 -x),

Bl(X, 8) = 0,

and

P2k E)= u. exp[-~~)1’2x]+0,exp[-($)“2(l-x)],
where CT and c! are positive constants to be determined, T,(x, E)=
exp[-o,(k/~)1/2~]-exp[-(k/c)1’2x],
T2(x, E)=exp[-a,(k/a)i’*
(1 -x)]
- exp[ -(k/a)li2 (1 -x)1, Qi (i= 1,2) are constants such that 0 < bi < 1,
with (l/a:exp[(a, - l)(k/~)‘/* xl)>1 and (~2exp[(1-~)(k/~)“2(1-~)]}
> 0, k: h(u) < -k < 0 in [S, 1 - S] for small 6 > 0, and 0 < k < -h(u)(k/c)“‘.
Then it follows that (Al), (Bl), and (B2) are satisfied. Since h(0) = 0, that
is, h( pi) = 0, it follows that

cC(;
+h(u)&- g(x,24,
u’)a*
.,*.oexp[-(y2x]+p*u,exp[-(y2(1-x)]
- &(C:r;-c:r;)
+h(u)[-(~)“2]{uoexp[-(y2x]
-c+.,ex,[-.,(~)~~2x]-exp[-(~)1~2x]]]
+h(u)[(~)1’2]~u~exp[-~~)1’2(~-X)]
-c+2exp[-02(~)1’2(l-x)]-exp[-(~)li2(I-x)]]}
-8”0exp[-(g”2X]
-ga,enp[-~~)1’2~l-x)]+g(c:l.,+cfr2)

=k* - d u.exp[-(f)‘” x]
+~g*-g~~lexp[-(~)“2(*-x)]-g*e~{o~exp[-(f)l’2x]
-exp[-(f)“‘x]}-g*${czexp[-(:)‘-‘(I-xl]
-exp [ -(i)lii

(1 -xJ]}

+h,,,[-($)“2]{uoexP[-(~)“2X]
-c~[-~,exp[-fs,(~)‘~2x]-exp[-(~)’~2x]]}
+h(u)[($)“2]{u,exp[-(~)“2(1-x)]
-c:[,,exP[c4~)“2,,-x,]

-exp

[ -(y2

(1 -x)]]]>o,

we choose g* such that (g - g*) is small, c: small enough such
that
U, exp[ - (g*/s)“* x] > c:T,, c:
large enough such that
v,exp[-(g*/s)‘/*(l-x)]<c2*r2,
and Iv1 exp[-(g*/s)“*
(1 -x)] c$r21 < v. exp[ - (g*/c)“’x] - c:T,. Therefore, (A2) and (A3) are true,
and it follows that

in [0, 1] for each E> 0.
Case 2. vodO,v,<O.
This case is again handled by reflection. Making the change of variables
as in Case 2 of Model I, we have
m”=n

m(0, E)= m( 1, E)= 0,
En’ + h(m)n’ = 0,
n(O,c)=n,=

-v,,n(l,~)=n,=

-vo,

provided v. > 0 and vi 2 0. This the Case 1 of Model III.
Case 3. vovl CO.
In a similar manner, since u(x, E) changes sign in either case, there exists
a unique interior turning point x0 in (0, 1) such that u(xo, E) = 0, which
implies that h(u(x,, E)) = 0 and 0(x0, E)= 0. We consider the system
u” = v

in (0, x0),

u(0,E)= u(x,,E)= 0,
Evt’+h(U)V’-g(X,
24,
u’)v=O in(0,x0),
40,&I= 00, v(x,,E)= v*

(Tl)

and

u” = v

in (x0, 11,

U(X,,&)=24(1,&)=0,
wR+h(u)v’-g(X,U,U’)V=O
u(x0, E)= v*,

v(l,&)=v,.

in (x0, 11,

V-2)

Since u* = u(xO, E) =0 and outer solutions of systems (Tl) and (T2) are
zero, it follows that there are boundary layers at x = 0 and x = 1 respectively from the result of Case 1 and Case 2. Therefore, we have the same
form of the result as in Case 1 and Case 2.
(II). Model IV.
Since outer solution of system (IV) is the trivial solution, the asymptotic
behavior of the solution u(x, E) of the coupled system (5.1) in this case is
not as complicated as in Models I and II. In fact, a” = u, u02 0 and ul > 0
imply U(X,E)6 0. It follows that U’ < 0 near x = 0 and U’ > 0 near x = 1, and
thus h(u’) < 0 in (0, x,*), h(u’(x,*, E)) = 0 and h(u’) > O[x$, 11 for some xz
in (0, 1). By the same arguments as in Case 3 of Model (III), we have

For u,,< 0, u, < 0, this case is a reflection of the case: u. > 0, u1> 0. If we
consider the asymptotic behavior as E-+ O+ of the solution u(x, E) of (5.1)
in the subintervals [0, x0] and [x0, l] separately for uoul < 0, the previous
results can be applied in order to obtain the stated result.

6. REMARK

From our constructions of the bounding functions cli and fij (i = 1, 2)
which provide relined approximations to the solutions of system (1.1) we
see that similar results can be obtained for more general second-order
singularly perturbed scalar and vector problems of the form
q” = f(t, y) y’ + g(t, y), y(a) = A, y(b) = B when f(t, y) has zeros in the
interval [a, b].
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